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Description
Update, DEC 30 2009 (1) Shadowbox/Colorbox is working in Wiki pages
(path error 1st time around - my fault)
(2) Shadowbox/Colorbox still NOT working in File Galleries.
(3) Slideshow works in File Galleries ONLY if using Mozilla Firefox or IE 8, if IE 8 not running in
compatibility mode (I.E. 6,7 fail to display the slideshow)
--------Neither the slideshow nor the new colorbox (shadowbox replacement?) features seem to work in Tiki
4.0. Both slideshow and shadowbox have checkboxes in the Admin panels. Are there any other
supporting features that need to be enabled.
Note: The thubmnail generator seems to work much better for the ﬁle gallery in 4.0 than in 3.x or 2.x.

Importance
5
Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
Ticket ID
2918
Created
Wednesday 09 December, 2009 22:01:09 GMT-0000
LastModif
Wednesday 30 December, 2009 17:59:19 GMT-0000

Comments

Gary Cunningham-Lee 10 Dec 09 04:10 GMT-0000
These work generally in Tiki 4.0 installs, so apparently there is an installation or
conﬁguration problem at that particular site, seems to me.

Ed 14 Dec 09 18:55 GMT-0000
Hi, chibaguy:
So far I have been unable to get the new colorbox
(replacement to shadowbox) working. I have installed Tiki 4.0 on CentOS 5.0 and
Windows XP SP3 and both display the same results...click on the image (in browse
mode) and a shadowbox/colorbox starts, but instantly shrinks to a small white oval,
with no display of the picture. I have enabled both Shadowbox and JQuery UI under
"Look & Feel >> UI Eﬀects". Even without "JQuery UI" checked (only shadowbox
checked) the result is the same. There seems to be no documentation yet on how to
conﬁgure Colorbox

Ed 30 Dec 09 18:46 GMT-0000
Just turned on the "Image Gallery" (as opposed
to ﬁle gallery) feature, and the Shadow/Colorbox
works great (and as expected) for browsing images.
It seems that the "File Gallery" feature is having the colorbox problems. I have tried
toggling on and oﬀ the "Editing and Plugins >> Use File Galleries to store pictures"
conﬁguration, but it made no diﬀerence on or oﬀ. Colorbox/Shadowbox does not seem

to work for images that are stored in the ﬁle galleries (if images therein are being
"browsed" rather than listed - then clicking on the image brings up a non-functioning
shadowbox).
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